STUDIO® MAKEUP STATION
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Wenger Studio Makeup Stations are ready to be wall mounted and hard wired, eliminating the cost and time required for custom
installations.

WALL MOUNTABLE MODULAR
MAKEUP STATION

SPACIOUS, STAIN-RESISTANT
COUNTERTOP

Wall mounted bracket provides fast
and accurate installation while flexible
conduit allows for easy hard wired
connection by an electrician.

Concave counter shape allows the
actor to lean in to the mirror while
providing ample counterspace for
makeup and accessories. A handy
tray keeps small items from rolling.
The laminate overlay is highly resistant
to stains and easily cleaned, while the
matte white color helps reflect
untainted light to the mirror eliminating shadows.
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DUAL-PURPOSE OVERHEAD SHELF

MATTE-WHITE TACKBOARD

Designed to reflect untainted light down
toward the mirror, this shelf also doubles
as a handy place to store personal effects
and additional makeup supplies.

White, tackable surface for attaching
makeup designs, notes, and schedules will
not taint the clarity of the reflection in the
mirror.

GFCI PROTECTED OUTLET AND
PERSONAL LIGHT SWITCH

OPTIONAL UNDERCOUNTER
STORAGE BASKET OR DRAWER

An easily accessible outlet provides access
for electric appliances such as hair dryers
and curling irons; while a rocker-type light
switch allows individual makeup stations to
be turned off when the master switch is on.

Provides storage options for makeup kits
and other accessories.

AVAILABLE IN 36" AND 30" (914
AND 762 MM) WIDTH MODELS
Can be mixed and matched between sizes
to utilize the entire space along a wall. The
36" (914 mm) wide is supplied with the
Matte-White Tackboard.
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ENTIRE PRODUCT UL-LISTED
US LISTED Tested and approved to meet all applicable
building codes and electrical standards
for the US and Canada. Meets NEC
(National Electric Code) requirements.
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